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Due to errors introduced during production, the electronic version of this article previously contained an unrelated figure in place of the “In a Nutshell” summary. This figure was from a different article published by The Plant Cell that was inserted into this article through no fault of the authors. The incorrect figure was replaced with the correct “In a Nutshell” summary before the final electronic publication of the issue.

Due to an additional production error, hyperlinks opening this paper’s supplemental material were incorrectly placed over in-text citations of supplemental material belonging to different papers. To clarify, supplemental tables belonging to the papers cited below do not appear with the published supplemental material for this paper.

“To validate the clustering results, external datasets for Arabidopsis and rice CF-based protein complex predictions were downloaded from Supplemental Table S2 in McBride et al. (2019) and Table S4 in McWhite et al. (2020),”